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Sharing a beer or two with friends after work or play is one of life's many joys. Session beers,
whose mild strength invites more than one round, adhere to high quality standards and are
dedicated to balance and drinkability above all. Some naturally low-alcohol beer styles were
“sessionable” long before that word was coined, but brewers have reinvented traditionally
stronger classic beer styles to make them, too, well-suited to casual drinking sessions.
Responsible consumption of these high-quality, easy-drinking beers gives beer lovers the
freedom to celebrate community and friendship while consuming less alcohol. Such beers can
be challenging to brew, but they present many opportunities to showcase skill, flavor, and
refreshment. Session Beers explores the history behind some of the world's greatest session
beers, past and present. Learn about the brewing processes and ingredients to master recipe
development. Explore popular craft session beer recipes from some of the best brewmasters in
America, and discover why beer drinkers enjoy exploring and drinking session beers.
A “fascinating and well-documented social history” of American beer, from the immigrants who
invented it to the upstart microbrewers who revived it (Chicago Tribune). Grab a pint and settle
in with AmbitiousBrew, the fascinating, first-ever history of American beer. Included here are
the stories of ingenious German immigrant entrepreneurs like Frederick Pabst and Adolphus
Busch, titans of nineteenth-century industrial brewing who introduced the pleasures of beer
gardens to a nation that mostly drank rum and whiskey; the temperance movement (one
activist declared that “the worst of all our German enemies are Pabst, Schlitz, Blatz, and
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Miller”); Prohibition; and the twentieth-century passion for microbrews. Historian Maureen Ogle
tells a wonderful tale of the American dream—and the great American brew. “As much a
painstakingly researched microcosm of American entrepreneurialism as it is a love letter to the
country’s favorite buzz-producing beverage . . . ‘Ambitious Brew’ goes down as brisk and
refreshingly as, well, you know.” —New York Post
The fun and friendly guide to all things beer Beer has always been one of the world's most
popular beverages; but recently, people have embraced the rich complexities of beer's many
varieties. Now, with Beer For Dummies you can quickly and enjoyably educate your
palate—from recognizing the characteristics of ales, lagers, and other beer styles to
understanding how to taste and evaluate beer. The author, a beer connoisseur, shares his own
expertise on this subject, revealing his picks for the best beer festivals, tastings, and events
around the world as well as his simple tips for pouring, storing, and drinking beer like an expert
brewmeister. New coverage on the various styles of beer found around the world including:
real ale, barrel aged/wood aged beer, organic brews, and extreme beer Updated profiles on
the flavor and body of each beer, explaining why beers taste the way they do, as well as their
strengths and ideal serving temperatures How to spot the best beers by looking at the bottle,
label, and a properly poured beer in its ideal glass The essentials on beer-and-food pairings
and the best ways to introduce beer into your cooking repertoire From information on
ingredients like hops, malt, and barley to the differences between lagers and ales, this friendly
guide gives you all the information you need to select and appreciate your next brew.
"American Sour Beers details American innovations and adaptations of traditional sour beer
brewing techniques, exploring many processes and ingredients. Advice and practical
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applications for brewers of all levels are provided"-A brewing veteran and renowned expert on British beers, Terry Foster has written the only indepth book on brewing this classic style with modern ingredients and equipment. Porter
reviews the history of George Washington’s favorite beer and teaches you how to create this
rich, full-bodied ale for your own enjoyment.The Classic Beer Style Series from Brewers
Publications examines individual world-class beer styles, covering origins, history, sensory
profiles, brewing techniques and commercial examples.
Yeast: The Practical Guide to Beer Fermentation is a resource for brewers of all experience
levels. The authors adeptly cover yeast selection, storage and handling of yeast cultures, how
to culture yeast and the art of rinsing/washing yeast cultures. Sections on how to set up a
yeast lab, the basics of fermentation science and how it affects your beer, plus step by step
procedures, equipment lists and a guide to troubleshooting are included.
As beer lovers well know, there has never been a better time to be a beer drinker. But all that
beer begs for the right food to go with it! This collection serves up 65 globe-roaming and simple
recipes from appetizers to snacks and main courses that go beyond typical pub grub with
recommendations of beer styles and widely available must-try brews for each dish. Beer Bites
is ideal for the growing cadre of craft beer lovers eager to explore the basics and nuances of
beer and food pairings, whether they are hosting tasting nights or just enjoying one good brew
at a time.
Ancient brewing traditions and techniques have been passed generation to generation on
farms throughout remote areas of northern Europe. With these traditions facing near extinction,
author Lars Marius Garshol set out to explore and document the lost art of brewing using
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traditional local methods. Equal parts history, cultural anthropology, social science, and
travelogue, this book describes brewing and fermentation techniques that are vastly different
from modern craft brewing and preserves them for posterity and exploration. Learn about
uncovering an unusual strain of yeast, called kveik, which can ferment a batch to completion in
just 36 hours. Discover how to make keptinis by baking the mash in the oven. Explore using
juniper boughs for various stages of the brewing process. Test your own hand by brewing
recipes gleaned from years of travel and research in the farmlands of northern Europe. Meet
the brewers and delve into the ingredients that have kept these traditional methods alive.
Discover the regional and stylistic differences between farmhouse brewers today and
throughout history.

In The Best of American Beer and Food Lucy Saunders covers both pairing food and
beer and cooking with beer. She begins by exploring the art of pairing flavorful beers
with specific foods, considering today's wide range of beer styles and the foods and
flavors that they compliment from salad through dessert. She then turns to recipes that
incorporate beer, using the diverse tastes available from today's ales and lagers as
flavor components.
Greg Noonan’s classic treatise on brewing lagers, New Brewing Lager Beer, offers a
thorough yet practical education on the theory and techniques required to produce highquality beers using all-grain methods either at home or in a small commercial brewery.
This advanced all-grain reference book is recommended for intermediate, advanced
and professional small-scale brewers. New Brewing Lager Beers hould be part of every
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serious brewer’s library.
Discover what makes the heavenly brews of Belgium so good in this new book by long
time Real Beer Page Editor Stan Hieronymus. In Brew Like a Monk, he details the
beers and brewing of the famous Trappist producers along with dozens of others from
both Belgium and America. Sip along as you read and, if you feel yourself divinely
inspired to brew some of your own, try out the tips and recipes as well!
Brewers often call malt the soul of beer. Fourth in the Brewing Elements series, Malt: A
Practical Guide from Field to Brewhouse delves into the intricacies of this key ingredient
used in virtually all beers. This book provides a comprehensive overview of malt, with
primary focus on barley, from the field through the malting process. With primers on
history, agricultural development and physiology of the barley kernel, John Mallett
(Bell’s Brewery, Inc.) leads us through the enzymatic conversion that takes place
during the malting process. A detailed discussion of enzymes, the Maillard reaction,
and specialty malts follows. Quality and analysis, malt selection, and storage and
handling are explained. This book is of value to all brewers, of all experience levels,
who wish to learn more about the role of malt as the backbone of beer.
Explores the world of Lambics, Flanders red and Flanders brown beers as well as the
many new American beers produced in the similar style.
Award-winning brewer Jamil Zainasheff teams up with homebrewing expert John J.
Palmer to share award-winning recipes for each of the 80-plus competition styles.
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Using extract-based recipes for most categories, the duo gives sure-footed guidance to
brewers interested in reproducing classic beer styles for their own enjoyment or to enter
into competitions.
Radical Brewing takes a hip and creative look at beer brewing, presented with a
graphically appealing two-color layout.
Americans have brewed beers using native ingredients since pre-Columbian times, and
a new wave of brewers has always been at the forefront of the locavore movement.
Brewers use locally-grown, traditional ingredients as well as cultivated and foraged flora
to produce beers that capture the essence of the place they were made. In Brewing
Local, Stan Hieronymus examines the history of how distinctly American beers came
about, visits farm breweries, and goes foraging for both plants and yeast to discover
how brewers are using novel ingredients to create unique beers. The book introduces
brewers and drinkers to the ways herbs, flowers, plants, trees, and shrubs flavor
distinctive beers. A catalog of over 170 different ingredients describes the aroma and
flavor influence they have on beer. Brewing Local includes 22 recipes from nationally
recognized craft brewers and homebrewers.
Horst Dornbusch introduces you to the glorious world of German beer. Nowhere has
the history of beer been so intimately intertwined with the political, religious, and cultural
history of the land and its people as in Germany. Trace the 3,000-year-old story of
German beer from its turbid beginnings among tribal bands in the forests to the crisp,
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clean gems we drink today. Discover German beer’s subtle secrets—find out what
makes it special and sets it apart. Learn why Germany is arguably the greatest beer
culture in the world. Examine the ingredients that go into authentic German beers and
follow the processes that make these beers.

Trial. Error. Better Beer. When most brewers think of an experimental beer, odd
creations come to mind. And sure, in this book you can learn how to brew with
ingredients like bacon, chanterelle mushrooms, defatted cacao nibs, and peanut
butter powder. However, experimental homebrewing is more than that. It's about
making good beer--the best beer, in fact. It's about tweaking process, designing
solid recipes, and blind evaluations. So put on your goggles, step inside the lab,
and learn from two of the craziest scientists around: Drew Beechum and Denny
Conn. Get your hands dirty and tackle a money-saving project or try your hand at
an off-the-wall technique. Freeze yourself an Eisbeer, make a batch of canned
starter wort, fake a cask ale, extract flavors with distillation, or sit down at the
microscope and do some yeast cell counting. More than 30 recipes and a full
chapter of open-ended experiments will complete your transformation. Before
you realize it, you'll be donning a white lab coat and sharing your own delicious
results!
In Scotch Ale, Greg Noonan presents keen insights into yeast, hops, malts, water
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and brewing conditions that will help you achieve a superior batch of Scotch ale.
The Classic Beer Style Series from Brewers Publications examines individual
world-class beer styles, covering origins, history, sensory profiles, brewing
techniques and commercial examples.
One of the most exciting and dynamic segments of today’s craft brewing scene ,
American-brewed sour beers are designed intentionally to be tart and may be
inoculated with souring bacteria, fermented with wild yeast or fruit, aged in
barrels or blended with younger beer. Craft brewers and homebrewers have
adapted traditional European techniques to create some of the world’s most
distinctive and experimental styles. This book details the wide array of processes
and ingredients in American sour beer production, with actionable advice for
each stage of the process. Inspiration, education and practical applications for
brewers of all levels are provided by some of the country’s best known sour beer
brewers.
This is a thoroughly researched book that teaches history, techniques of brewing
and recipe profiles of original wheat beers. It explores this German beer style and
has everything a brewer needs to brew wheat beer at home or in a professional
brewery. The Classic Beer Style Series from Brewers Publications examines
individual world-class beer styles, covering origins, history, sensory profiles,
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brewing techniques and commercial examples.
Farmhouse Ales defines the results of years of evolution, refinement, of simple
rustic ales in modern and historical terms, while guiding today's brewers toward
credible—and enjoyable—reproductions of these old world classics.
What do you get when you cross a journalist and a banker? A brewery, of course.
"A great city should have great beer. New York finally has, thanks to Brooklyn.
Steve Hindy and Tom Potter provided it. Beer School explains how they did it:
their mistakes as well as their triumphs. Steve writes with a journalist's skepticismas though he has forgotten that he is reporting on himself. Tom is even less
forgiving-he's a banker, after all. The inside story reads at times like a cautionary
tale, but it is an account of a great and welcome achievement." —Michael
Jackson, The Beer Hunter(r) "An accessible and insightful case study with terrific
insight for aspiring entrepreneurs. And if that's not enough, it is all about beer!"
—Professor Murray Low, Executive Director, Lang Center for Entrepreneurship,
Columbia Business School "Great lessons on what every first-time entrepreneur
will experience. Being down the block from the Brooklyn Brewery, I had firsthand
witness to their positive impact on our community. I give Steve and Tom's book
an A++!" —Norm Brodsky, Senior Contributing Editor, Inc. magazine "Beer School
is a useful and entertaining book. In essence, this is the story of starting a beer
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business from scratch in New York City. The product is one readers can relate to,
and the market is as tough as they get. What a fun challenge! The book can help
not only those entrepreneurs who are starting a business but also those trying to
grow one once it is established. Steve and Tom write with enthusiasm and insight
about building their business. It is clear that they learned a lot along the way.
Readers can learn from these lessons too." —Michael Preston, Adjunct Professor,
Lang Center for Entrepreneurship, Columbia Business School, and coauthor, The
Road to Success: How to Manage Growth "Although we (thankfully!) never had to
deal with the Mob, being held up at gunpoint, or having our beer and equipment
ripped off, we definitely identified with the challenges faced in those early days of
cobbling a brewery together. The revealing story Steve and Tom tell about two
partners entering a business out of passion, in an industry they knew little about,
being seriously undercapitalized, with an overly naive business plan, and their
ultimate success, is an inspiring tale." —Ken Grossman, founder, Sierra Nevada
Brewing Co.
Craft beer sales are flourishing across the U.S. and without a continual emphasis
on producing the highest quality beer, the health of the entire craft brewing
industry is in jeopardy. Proper quality management for small, regional, and
national breweries is critical. This guidebook decodes how to create and manage
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a quality system in a brewery. Written for staff who manage quality in breweries
of all types and sizes—new and established alike—this book affords an
understanding of how quality management is integrated into every level of the
operation. Whether you are lab staff, production staff, part of a quality team, or a
brewmaster wearing many hats, this book will help you develop a comprehensive
program that will grow with your brewery and help ensure quality processes
along the way—so you can continue to provide great beer for your fans.
A comprehensive look at this once-forgotten beer style, Bock covers the history,
style profiles, procedures and recipes of this unique family of beers. You'll find
everything you need to understand, appreciate and brew the bock beer style in
this book. The Classic Beer Style Series from Brewers Publications examines
individual world-class beer styles, covering origins, history, sensory profiles,
brewing techniques and commercial examples.
The use of wooden vessels for storage, transportation, fermentation or aging of
beer is deeply rooted in history. Brewing luminaries Dick Cantwell and Peter
Bouckaert explore the many influences of wood as a vehicle for contributing
tremendous complexity to beers fermented and aged within it. Brewers are
innovating, experimenting and enthusiastically embracing the seemingly mystical
complexity of flavors and aromas derived from wood. From the souring effects of
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microbes that take up residence in the wood to the character drawn from barrels
or foeders, Wood & Beer covers not only the history, physiology, microbiology
and flavor contributions of wood, but also the maintenance of wooden vessels.
Water is arguably the most critical and least understood of the foundation elements in
brewing beer. Water: A Comprehensive Guide for Brewers, third in Brewers
Publications’ Brewing Elements series, takes the mystery out of water’s role in the
brewing process. The book leads brewers through the chemistry and treatment of
brewing water, from an overview of water sources, to adjusting water for different beer
styles, and different brewery processes, to wastewater treatment. The discussions
include how to read water reports, understanding flavor contributions, residual alkalinity,
malt acidity, and mash pH.
A definitive and fresh account of the role of beer in our country’s founding and
formative years. Beginning with the colonial era and ending with America’s emergence
as an industrial power, Beer in America contains many surprising revelations, including
the reason the Mayflower really landed at Plymouth, George Washington and Thomas
Jefferson as homebrewers, and forging the Constitution after hours over beer.
After studying this unusual, fruity beer style extensively in Belgium and at the University
of California-Davis Department of Fermemtation Studies, Jean-Xavier Guinard presents
his findings with detail and historical intrigue.
For centuries smoke-flavored beers, also known as rauchbier, survived modernization
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in a small enclave centered around Bamberg, Germany. Today new examples are
being made by brewers throughout the U.S. Enjoy the history, culture, and brewing of
these wonderful beers with this informative volume. Geoff Larson, founder of Alaskan
Brewing Company in Juneau, Alaska, has been working with smoke to create Alaskan
Smoked Porter since 1988. It continues to be one of the classic American examples of
the style. The Classic Beer Style Series from Brewers Publications examines individual
world-class beer styles, covering origins, history, sensory profiles, brewing techniques
and commercial examples. The Classic Beer Style Series from Brewers Publications
examines individual world-class beer styles, covering origins, history, sensory profiles,
brewing techniques and commercial examples.
Discover the importance of sugar, top-fermenting yeasts and Belgian hops to the
success of these intricate, traditional ales. Learn about Belgian-style ale history and
character profiles, and then try your hand at brewing an Oud Bruin, Trippel, or a Grand
Cru. Explore high gravity mashing, brewing, fermentation, and ester development. The
Classic Beer Style Series from Brewers Publications examines individual world-class
beer styles, covering origins, history, sensory profiles, brewing techniques and
commercial examples.
Considered the father of all lagers, continental pilsener changed the course of brewing
around the world. Noted author and brewer David Miller examines each country's
version of pilsener, including ingredients and brewing stages. The Classic Beer Style
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Series, from Brewers Publications, examines individual world-class beer styles,
covering origins, history, sensory profiles, brewing techniques and commercial
examples.
Explore the sensation of tart, fruity and refreshing Gose-style beers, popular in
Germany centuries ago and experiencing a renaissance today. Follow the development
of this lightly sour wheat beer as it grew, then bordered on extinction, before surging
into popularity due to the enthusiasm and experimentation of American craft brewers.
Gose explores the history of this lightly sour wheat beer style, its traditional ingredients
and special brewing techniques. Discover brewing methods from the Middle Ages and
learn how to translate them to modern day beer. Learn about salinity, spices, and lactic
acid as you experiment with Gose recipes from some of the best-known craft brewers
of our time. This refreshing journey captures the innovation and experimentation that is
occurring within the style and help you brew your own Gose-style beers.
Using an analytical, data-based approach, the authors touch on all areas of yeast
management and offer an informative discussion on brewing procedures and materials.
The wit and weizen of wheat beers. Author Stan Hieronymus visits the ancestral homes
of the world's most interesting styles-Hoegaarden, Kelheim, Leipzig, Berlin and even
Portland, Oregon-to sort myth from fact and find out how the beers are made today.
Complete with brewing details and recipes for even the most curious brewer, and
answers to compelling questions such as Why is my beer cloudy? and With or without
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lemon?
Author Ray Daniels provides the brewing formulas, tables, and information to take your
brewing to the next level in this detailed technical manual.
Fully revised and expanded, How to Brew is the definitive guide to making quality beers
at home. Whether you want simple, sure-fire instructions for making your first beer, or
you’re a seasoned homebrewer working with all-grain batches, this book has
something for you. Palmer adeptly covers the full range of brewing
possibilities—accurately, clearly and simply. From ingredients and methods to recipes
and equipment, this book is loaded with valuable information for any stage brewer.
Explore the evolution of one of craft beer’s most popular styles, India pale ale.
Equipped with brewing tips from some of the country’s best brewers, IPA covers
techniques from water treatment to hopping procedures. Included are 48 recipes
ranging from historical brews to recipes for the most popular contemporary IPAs made
by craft brewers such as Pizza Port, Dogfish Head, Stone, Firestone Walker, Russian
River, and Deschutes.
Brown ale has come a long way since its murky beginnings as the first beer style ever
produced. Jam-packed with historical and technical brewing information, Brown Ale is
not only an excellent reference, but a fascinating read as well. The Classic Beer Style
Series from Brewers Publications examines individual world-class beer styles, covering
origins, history, sensory profiles, brewing techniques and commercial examples.
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Extreme Brewing is a recipe-driven resource for aspiring home brewers who are
interested in recreating these specialty beers at home, but don't have the time to learn
the in-depth science and lore behind home-brewing. As such, all recipes are malt-syrup
based (the simplest brewing method) with variations for partial-grain brewing. While
recipes are included for classic beer styles -- ales and lagers -- Extreme Brewing has a
unique emphasis on hybrid styles that use fruit, vegetables, herbs and spices to create
unique flavor combinations. Once their brew is complete, readers can turn to section
three, The Rewards of Your Labor, to receive guidance on presentation, including
corking, bottle selection and labeling as well as detailed information on food pairings,
including recipes for beer infused dishes and fun ideas for themed dinners that tallow
the reader to share their creations with family and friends.
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